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Tenth Annual Red Dress Run
June 27, 2007
Reported by Karen Fennie
Red Dress Photos
With thunder and lightening in the sky and the rain coming down, it didn't look good for the 10th annual Red Dress Run. But the parking
lot filled as the rain fell and 74 finely dressed runners turned out to conquer the hills and dodge puddles! The rain stopped just before the
run got underway a little after 6 p.m. Here's the results.
First Frock Male- Mike Murphy with a time of 18:24
First Frock Female- Jen Hastings with a time of 20:15
Finest Frock- Sam Schultz Johnson- very elegant in a long red dress with black gloves and coordinating jewels! And very brave to
run with that long dress, up those hills on a rather steamy evening!
Best Buns- Sarah Gwizdaloski
Most Cleverly Coordinated Ensemble- Myron Mokris- Great hat! The socks and shoe laces match the dress and a nice sparklie pin
to boot.
Most Creative Coiffure- John Konrad- Who would have thought to combine a baseball cap with tiara?
Most Desperate Housewife- Joe Gwizdaloski. How did he run in that long cape and long dress?
Greatest Gams- Dave Buchta- Who else??
Male Most in Touch with His Feminine Side- George Groome-Very cute, especially the green gloves!
Thanks to the runners who raised $1,045 for the Crime Victims Assistance Center(CVAC): a new record! And thanks also to lots of
people who helped out supporting the run. Dan Dougherty for bringing/setting up the tents, George Joseph, Barb Morrisey, Sue Priestly
(and her helper), Alan Jones, Karren BeeDonohoe, Barney Taylor, Grace Tabeek.
Thanks also to CVAC who, with the help of Partner's Trust, provided special 10th anniversary Red Dress Run t-shirts and bottled water
to all the runners and volunteers. CVAC staffers also helped out with registration. Thanks also to Saucony for providing gift certificates
for four pairs of running shoes. The first frock male and female received certificates for shoes and the other two certificates were raffled
off to runners who attended.
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